The Principles of Materials Presentation for Publication in the Journal
The materials for publication are to be presented as a file in Microsoft Word for Windows format;
The materials for publication must contain abstract and keywords.
The manuscript must contain names and surnames of all authors, the full name of organization, e-mail,
address (with index), and telephone number.
The text of an article
The total number of pages in the manuscript shouldn’t be more than 14, including figures and tables.
It is recommended to use 12 text size, sesquialateral interline spacing.
When using units of measurement, one should follow International System of Units (SI), for example,
pressure — in MPa, density — in kg/m3, etc.
References to the literature are to be listed in the text in square brackets, for example, [1, 2], [4–6].
Data duplication in text, figures and tables is not acceptable.
Figures
Figures are to be black-white, apart from photos. Graphics, diagrams, flow sheets are recommended to be
presented in TIFF, Adobe Illustrator, Photoshop, Visio formats.
Figures must be readable and made on white background.
Each figure must contain legend text.
Axes of diagrams are to have unabridged captions.
Elements of sheets, drawings, etc. must have captions or legends.
Tables
Tables are recommended to be presented in Microsoft Word or Excel formats.
Each table line must be executed like exactly as separate line. Splitting of rows and columns of the table
using space mark and Enter is not allowed.
Equations
Simple equations are recommended to be done in Microsoft Word, more complicated – in Microsoft
Equation Editor or in any other similar editors.
All parameters of the equation must be determined. The determination is presented only once, when the
parameter is found for the first time.
Presentation of equations as figures is not acceptable.
Articles are published in accordance with their receipt in the editorial.

